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The greatest thing God created on earth—certainly greater than sex” and I know
what he meant. To those who get it.Cricket account among life’s highest
pleasures. Said W.G Grace.
People's responses reveal their intelligence, especially to abstractions such as
humorous comments, creative interpretations, and not-so-obvious observations
that connect seemingly unrelated dots.
I am more than ever convinced that cricket is the greatest game that exists for
the delight and fascination of mankind. I am also confirmed in my settled view
that of all forms of this great game, Test cricket is by far the most interesting,
satisfying and lastingly memorable. Why cricket is the greatest of all games
Osborne,
The greatest thing God created on earth—certainly greater than sex” and I know
what he meant. To those who get it.Cricket account among life’s highest
pleasures. Said W.G Grace.
Who is this Gentleman, is he is a genius, of course, he is? Playing cricket is not
easy, bowling skill, batting skill, besides that a steel of nerve extreme
concentration to judge the ball in the heat of battle. S.Osborne is an inspiration
for CCG. How he laid the foundation of his innings with sheer confidence. He is
a proper batsman, having a huge knowledge of this beautiful game of cricket. I
notice while I was administrating the umpiring duty the ACC boys sledding to
him to break his concentration, he gave them very cold glare to make sure that I
am not under the impression your useless remarks. They got the message. He
played few glorious shots in squire and few magnificent sixes were a treat of
eyes.
As W.G.Grace once said,
What is the secret weapon that sets you apart from others? I mean anything that
helps you win or achieve little or big successes and victories in life, business,
academics, sports, family, relationship, and career just to mention a few. only
cricket
He is a perfect allrounder, with the bowling he even destroyed their heart & soul
with his pinpoint accuracy with out-swinger, occasionally out-swinger bowling
which deceives the batsman. That is a unique art in the bowling department. The
greatest the legendary Wasim Akram is the only bowler in the history of cricket
swings the ball in same action both side inswinger or out the singer. In the
history of cricket among the greatest bowlers, he is the number one. It great pity
he couldn’t complete his half-century he accomplished 48 golden runs, of course
after him our team collapse horribly, M. Schwandt and S. Osborne could have
great opportunity to win the Match for CCG. Anyhow he is the Man of the
Match.
B.S Sandberg,

He destroyed our heart and soul with his speed and quick bowling, amazingly
good pace, line, and length were perfect, our boys couldn’t play this boy, 7 over
14 run 4 wickets simply best.
M.J.Watts, Dr. Watson who was a hidden mission to destroyed us, he really
humiliated us with his 82 cracking shots all over the ground
M.Shwandt has misunderstanding running between the wicket, actually, H. Mir
has called him so H. Mir sacrifices his wicket for settle batsman M.Shwandt.
Mr. Schwandt was playing with very wisely and taking the singles regularly and
frustrating them at that time we need only 30 runs to win but unfortunately, he
gave his wicket cheaply, he could have won the match for CCG. He lost his
patience at the end because of pressure. Chasing only 167 runs was so easy if
run out incident never happens. Mr, M. Schwandt has developed a slow inning
everybody was thinking today he would be accomplished century or half
century, unfortunately, he achieved only 29 runs but this 29 run works for next
game. His confidence is high now.
Captain the Great,
Our captain has great motivation inspiration attitude, he hates to loos, his
personal life is full of success in the business sector but loves cricket more than
sex. His bowling was extraordinarily fast and mathematically precise difficult to
play. 7 over 47 runs only 2 wickets. These days he also gave training and teach
us cricket. He indicated, where we make a mistake or how we could repair our
mistake, only listen to him. Only a little cameo of D Rijkee create thrill in few
minutes within 2 overs he smashed 20.
H Mir,
The best bowling was Mir, line, and the length was mathematically precise,
some deliveries were unplayable 7 over 17 runs only 1 wicket best bowling.
A Zwilling 4 over 42 run only one wicket, very expensive indeed,
H Mir, and A Zwilling,
Excellent, lunch, highly economical and more delicious and very healthy and
full of nutrition. We enjoyed the day beside we failed horribly. as our captain
said gave away the match.
People's responses reveal their intelligence, especially to abstractions such as
humorous comments, creative interpretations, and not-so-obvious observations
that connect seemingly unrelated dots.

